$27.25

CoilShine Coil Cleaning Solution

1 Gallon

CoilShine is a non-acidic blend of powerful, fast acting detergents,
specifically formulated for use with the CC-140 CoilPro. This cleaner features an expanding foam formula designed to penetrate coil
beds. It is nontoxic, allowing for safe handling. It has a mild pleasant odor, allowing for it to be used with the CC-140 without having
to vacate occupied areas. CoilShine is biodegradable and can be
safely washed down drains. Available in case, 5 gallon and 55
gallon quantities

since 1974

Tool Sale

ScaleBreak Liquid Descaler
Goodway's ScaleBeak safely dissolves mineral deposits faster than any other liquid
descaler on the market. This biodegradable cleaner will quickly dissolve calcium, lime,
rust, lithium carbonate and other types of deposits from passages in water cooled or
heated equipment. It is safe for use on steel, iron, brass, copper, plastic and rubber.
When used as directed, it will help to improve the operating efficiency and extend the life
of your equipment. Fortified with powerful low foaming, wetting and penetrating agents
and superior corrosion inhibitors, it is ideal for use on boilers, chillers, condensers, heat
exchangers, oil coolers, cooling towers, furnaces and water piping systems.

ScaleBreak 1 Gallon

ScaleBreak SS 5 Gallon

$18.00

$179.00

ScaleBreak 5 Gallon
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Series 41 Manifolds with 2-1/2" Gauges

$98.59

Fan Blade Puller

Forged body is solid brass for durability. Full
porting maximizes capacity. Metal valve handles are full size for easy operation. Hose
anchors are forged into back of body at 45°.

BULLET™ 7 CFM Vacuum Pump
Wide mouth oil reservoir port for easier, cleaner filling. The YELLOW JACKET® BULLET™
vacuum pump is a two-stage rotary vane oilsealed 3, 5 & 7 CFM pump that pulls down to
25 microns or better

$360.00

6-in-1 Fin Straightener
Fin straightener sizes are marked on the
head - 8, 9, 10, 12, 14 and 15 fins per inch.
Compact 4" length.

SuperEvac™ LCD vacuum gauge combines
thermocouple sensor technology with advanced electronics for precise readings and
repeatability not found with thermistor sensors or analog meters.

$154.00

Digital Electronic Charging Scales

$268.63

Wide rollers with flare cut-off groove
for convenience. Enclosed precision
feed mechanism for easy, smooth
cutting

$29.00

Pocket Thermometers

Digital LCD Economy Vacuum Gauge
Track down the 14 level bargraph from atmosphere to 25 microns to know that the system is
clean and your vacuum pump is performing
properly.

$12.55

Premium Tube Cutters

SuperEvac™ LCD Vacuum Gauge

$294.94

All steel design includes a 15/16" hex head and
5/8" shaft miller back 1-1/2" and undersized for
1/2" shaft opening. A self centering alignment tool
is included.

$72.20

1" dial thermometers are adjustable
with a 5" stainless steel stem. Colored sheath with pocket clip. Individually calibrated and shock resistant.

$6.50

Scale Removal System, 21 GPM w/15 Gal. Tank

Eliminates refrigerant transfer from tank to
cylinder to system. The cylinder with refrigerant is weighed before and after charging.
Charge directly into the system or recover
from the system.

$2685.00

Pistol-Grip Infrared Thermometer
With wide measurement of -40° to 932°F, this
easy-to-use tool is the effective choice for high
or low temperature and refrigeration applications. For accuracy and resolution, the focal
point is a tight 10:1 ratio with laser sighting.

$180.00

Coil Pro Jr. Compact Coil Cleaning System

$890.00

Superheat Calculation Kit

$105.49

RAM-PRO Portable Chiller Tube Cleaner

Easily take an internal temperature reading for calculating system superheat.

$1645.00

BRUTE II™ 4-Valve Test and Charging Manifold °F and °C
BRUTE II™ 4-Valve Test and Charging Manifold provides the flow that's proven faster than any conventional manifold. The aluminum alloy body is forged
for strength and reliability with 3/8" bores through
the body to speed the job.

$272.00
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*All Items In Stock
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